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a b s t r a c t
The oncogene DJ-1 has been originally identiﬁed as a suppressor of PTEN. Further on, loss-of-function mutations
have been described as a causative factor in Parkinson's disease (PD). DJ-1 has an important function in cellular
antioxidant responses, but its role in central metabolism of neurons is still elusive. We applied stable isotope
assisted metabolic proﬁling to investigate the effect of a functional loss of DJ-1 and show that DJ-1 deﬁcient neuronal cells exhibit decreased glutamine inﬂux and reduced serine biosynthesis. By providing precursors for GSH
synthesis, these two metabolic pathways are important contributors to cellular antioxidant response. Downregulation of these pathways, as a result of loss of DJ-1 leads to an impaired antioxidant response. Furthermore,
DJ-1 deﬁcient mouse microglia showed a weak but constitutive pro-inﬂammatory activation. The combined effects of altered central metabolism and constitutive activation of glia cells raise the susceptibility of dopaminergic
neurons towards degeneration in patients harboring mutated DJ-1. Our work reveals metabolic alterations leading to increased cellular instability and identiﬁes potential new intervention points that can further be studied in
the light of novel translational medicine approaches.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction
DJ-1 (PARK 7) is expressed in different organs throughout the body
and has ﬁrst been identiﬁed as an oncogene together with activated
Ras (Nagakubo et al., 1997). High levels of DJ-1 have been associated
with malignancy of tumor development (Nagakubo et al., 1997;
Davidson et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2005; Yuen et al., 2008). Mechanistically, DJ-1 has been identiﬁed as a repressor of the phosphatase PTEN,
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which itself is a repressor of PKB/AKT (Stambolic et al., 1998; Sun
et al., 1999). In case of DJ-1 overexpression, PKB/AKT is
hyperphosphorylated, promoting cell survival and anaplerotic metabolism needed for proliferation (Kim et al., 2005). In cancer cells, DJ-1 has
been identiﬁed as a positive regulator of NRF2 (Clements et al., 2006), a
master regulator in the antioxidant response. NRF2 has also been shown
to inﬂuence central metabolism (Hayes and Dinkova-Kostova, 2014).
However, its role in neuronal metabolism remains to be elucidated.
While DJ-1 overexpression provokes oncogenesis, loss of function mutations in DJ-1 have been associated with a familial autosomal recessive
form of Parkinson's disease (PD) with an early onset of disease progression (Bonifati, 2003; Bonifati et al., 2003; Van Duijn et al., 2001). PD
leads to motor and non-motor symptoms with hallmarks such as
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elevated levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and speciﬁcally, a decay
of dopaminergic (DAergic) neurons of the substantia nigra pars
compacta (Antony et al., 2013).
Lack of DJ-1 hampers quenching of cellular ROS, affecting mitochondrial and cellular integrity (Clements et al., 2006; Ariga et al., 2013;
Irrcher et al., 2010; Kahle et al., 2009; Krebiehl et al., 2010). Within
the brain, DJ-1 is expressed in neuronal as well as non-neuronal cells
(Bader et al., 2005) and is up-regulated with increasing oxidative stress
(Baulac et al., 2009). Oxidation of cysteine residues in DJ-1 leads to a
shift of the isoelectric point (pI) and subsequent relocation of the protein to the nucleus, as well as the mitochondrial membrane (CanetAvilés et al., 2004). ROS production and a concomitant shift of the pI
have also been shown in cells exposed to lipopolysaccharide (LPS), an
inducer of inﬂammatory responses (Mitsumoto and Nakagawa, 2001)
indicating further implications in the context of neuroinﬂammation
and mitochondrial metabolism (Kim et al., 2013; Trudler et al., 2014;
Waak et al., 2009). Activation of microglia has been found to correlate
with the occurrence of neurodegenerative diseases (Brown and Neher,
2010; Meiser et al., 2013).
Although there is evidence that DJ-1 regulates metabolism directly
(Lee et al., 2012) and indirectly (Clements et al., 2006; Aleyasin et al.,
2010; van der Brug et al., 2008), a detailed understanding of its role in
central metabolism, especially in the context of PD, is still missing.
Here, we investigated the impact of a functional loss of DJ-1 on cellular metabolism. Our study demonstrates that loss of DJ-1 affects
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central metabolism by decreasing glutamine inﬂux and serine biosynthesis. These two metabolic pathways provide the precursors glutamate, serine and glycine for de novo synthesis of glutathione. In line
with these metabolic ﬂux changes, we observed decreased glutathione
levels in DJ-1 deﬁcient cells.
Additionally, DJ-1 deﬁcient mouse microglia showed a weak but
constitutive pro-inﬂammatory phenotype. We reason that the combination of weak pro-inﬂammatory activation with metabolic dysfunction
renders DAergic neurons more susceptible for early cell death.
2. Results
2.1. Loss of DJ-1 increases susceptibility to oxidative stress
To investigate the effect of loss of DJ-1 on central metabolism, we
targeted DJ-1 by RNAi in the human tyrosine hydroxylase (TH)-positive
neuronal cell model LUHMES (Scholz et al., 2011) (Fig. 1a and b; S1). As
a control we used non-speciﬁc shRNA and generated shCtrl LUHMES
cells in parallel to the shDJ-1 cells. LUHMES cells are conditionally immortalized and are postmitotic after differentiation (Scholz et al., 2011).
To conﬁrm our working hypothesis that DJ-1 deﬁcient cells are more
susceptible to oxidative stress (Zhou and Freed, 2005), we ﬁrst performed a viability assay after treating the cells with different concentrations of the ROS-inducing compound 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA)
(Fig. 1c). 6-OHDA treated LUHMES cells lacking DJ-1 showed 30–40%

Fig. 1. Loss of DJ-1 increases sensitivity to oxidative stress and affects glutathione homeostasis. (a–b) Western blot and qPCR analysis demonstrating DJ-1 knockdown. (c) Viability assay of
LUHMES cells in response to oxidative stress. Cells were treated for six hours with different concentrations of 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA). (d–e) Relative quantiﬁcation of (d) GSH and
(e) GSSG, 20 min after treatment with H2O2. (f) Ratio GSSG/GSH. (g) Gene expression of GR. Error bars represent SEM. Asterisks indicate a signiﬁcant difference to the respective shCtrl
(Welch's t-test, p b 0.05; number of biological replicates: n ≥ 3). See also Supplementary Fig. S1.
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Fig. 2. Loss of DJ-1 affects mitochondrial motility in neurons (a) Fluorescence microscopy image of differentiated LUHMES cells stained with TMRM (scale bar = 100 μM) and a 10×
magniﬁcation of a selected area (red square). Stain shows the location of mitochondria in soma and neurites. (b) Representative time-course of global mitochondrial motion analysis
(in this case shDJ-1). Before and after (300 s; grey bar) addition of 200 μM 6-OHDA. Mito motility was reduced due to addition of 6-OHDA (red) compared to control (blue).
(c) Parallel measurement of global mitochondrial motion. Shown values were normalized to the mean velocity measured before treatment with 6-OHDA. Error bars in (c) represent
SD. Asterisks indicate a signiﬁcant difference to the respective shCtrl cells (Student's t-test, p b 0.05 number of biological replicates n = 3). See also Supplementary movies and Fig. S2.

decreased viability (within the range of 10–50 μM 6-OHDA) compared
to shCtrl, conﬁrming that loss of DJ-1 increases sensitivity to oxidative
stress.
To further analyze the cellular response to ROS, we measured the
level of reduced (GSH) and oxidized (GSSG) glutathione after H2O2
treatment by UHPLC–MS (Fig. 1d–f). Already without any additional
perturbation, GSH levels in shDJ-1 cells were lower than in the respective shCtrl cells. With increasing concentrations of H2O2, we detected decreasing GSH levels and a concomitant increase of GSSG and
thus an increase in the GSSG/GSH ratio. The GSSG/GSH ratios were
more increased in shDJ-1 cells, pointing to insufﬁcient GSH regeneration from GSSG or a lack of alternative detoxiﬁcation mechanisms.
In line with these observations, we also found decreased gene
expression levels of glutathione reductase (GR) in DJ-1 deﬁcient
cells (Fig. 1g).
Insufﬁcient ROS detoxiﬁcation is likely to affect mitochondrial integrity (Irrcher et al., 2010; Kahle et al., 2009). In neurons, mitochondria

are actively transported through the projections of neuronal cells to directly satisfy axonal and synaptic energy demands (Saxton and
Hollenbeck, 2012). Therefore, we investigated whether shDJ-1 cells exhibit systematically different mitochondrial motion patterns than shCtrl
cells and whether loss of the gene function would elicit different responses upon 6-OHDA treatment. To that end, we monitored the global
motion of ﬂuorescence-stained mitochondria in differentiated LUHMES
cells by time-lapse microscopy (Fig. 2, Supplementary Movies and
Fig. S2). Without perturbation, there was no signiﬁcant difference in mitochondrial movement between the two cell types (Fig. 2C).
Consistent with the literature (Chen et al., 2008) we observed a general deceleration of mitochondrial motion in both cell types, following
6-OHDA treatment (Fig. 2b). Surprisingly, deceleration showed a trend
to be less in shDJ-1 cells compared to shCtrl cells (Fig. 2c and Supplementary movies and Fig. S2), suggesting that the regulation of mitochondrial transport in response to 6-OHDA-mediated oxidative stress
might be affected by loss of DJ-1.
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Together with the observation that the treatment did not lead to a
signiﬁcant drop of the mitochondrial membrane potential in the two
cell types (Supplementary Movies) this may indicate additional effects
of the induced oxidative stress. A direct target would be Ca2+ homeostasis (Guzman et al., 2010) that in turn can inﬂuence mitochondrial
trafﬁcking by Miro1 (Stephen et al., 2015; Nguyen et al., 2014) and
TCA cycle activity by polarization (Krols et al., 2016). Furthermore, DJ1 deﬁciency is associated with an impaired microtubule dynamics
(Sheng et al., 2013) leading to modiﬁed cytoskeleton structures that
can affect mitochondrial transport.
2.2. Loss of DJ-1 affects central metabolism
To investigate if the observed moderate changes in mitochondrial
motility may have an impact on the cellular energy pool, we proﬁled
cellular metabolism by determining uptake and release rates and by analyzing intracellular ﬂuxes using stable isotope labeled tracers. We detected a decrease in alanine release in shDJ-1 cells (Fig. 3a), whereas
differences in glucose, pyruvate and serine consumption and lactate release were not statistically different (Fig. 3b, c, d, e). This reduction in alanine release of shDJ-1 cells, suggests a lower requirement for nitrogen
excretion in these cells.
Since shDJ-1 cells are more sensitive to oxidative stress, we investigated if the canonical NADPH producing pathways, the pentose phosphate pathway and the folate mediated one-carbon metabolism are
affected. To this end, we analyzed gene expression of glycine
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dehydrogenase (GLDC), the rate-limiting enzyme of the glycine cleavage
system, of glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PDH), the ratelimiting enzyme of the PPP and of 5,10-methylene tetrahydrofolate
(THF) dehydrogenase (MTHFD), a key enzyme in folate metabolism.
We did not observe signiﬁcant changes in the expression of GLDC, but
decreased expression of G6PDH, MTHFD1 and MTHFD2 (Fig. 3f–h, S3),
pointing to decreased carbon ﬂux into these pathways and decreased
cellular potential to generate NADPH, needed for antioxidative
activities.
To monitor metabolic ﬂuxes through glycolysis, the serine biosynthesis pathway, glycine cleavage and through PDH, we used uniformly
labeled 13C glucose as a tracer. We found that relative glucose contribution to serine biosynthesis was decreased in shDJ-1 cells (Fig. 3j), which
is in line with the observed decreased expression of MTHFD1/2. The
trend of increased serine uptake (p-value = 0.084) might be a consequence of the decreased biosynthetic ﬂux from glucose. Furthermore,
based on M2 citrate isotopologues we did not observe any difference
in relative glucose oxidation through PDH (Fig. 3k; 3I for atom transitions), suggesting that not glucose oxidation, but serine and folate metabolism are dependent on DJ-1.
DJ-1 has been shown to stabilize NRF2 in cancer cells (Clements
et al., 2006). NRF2 is a key transcription factor that regulates cellular antioxidant responses also by activating serine ﬂux and folate-mediated
one-carbon metabolism (Mitsuishi et al., 2012). However, by Western
Blotting we were unable to detect NRF2 in LUHMES cells (Fig. S3f). Concluding from non-detectable NRF2 levels in LUHMES cells, it is possible

Fig. 3. Metabolic proﬁling of DJ-1 silenced LUHMES cells reveals decreased serine biosynthesis ﬂux. (a) Medium consumption and release rates of (a) alanine (release) (b) glucose and
lactate. (c) Ratio lactate release/glucose consumption. (d–e) Consumption rates of (d) pyruvate and (e) serine. (f–h) Gene expression (qPCR) of (f) G6PDH (g) MTHFD1 and
(h) MTHFD2. (i) Schematic of atom transitions in central metabolism using [U-13C]glucose as a tracer. 13C carbons are in green, 12C in black. (j–k) Application of [U-13C]glucose as a
tracer in LUHMES cells for determination of MIDs to infer relative intracellular ﬂuxes. (j) M3 serine isotopologue indicating relative serine biosynthesis ﬂux. (k) M2 citrate
isotopologue indicating relative PDH ﬂux. Error bars represent SEM. Asterisks indicate a signiﬁcant difference to the respective shCtrl (Welch's t-test, p b 0.05; number of biological replicates: n ≥ 3). See also Supplementary Fig. S3.
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that the role of DJ-1 in regulating neuronal metabolism in the context of
cellular antioxidant responses is even more pronounced, compared to
other cell types.
Next, we analyzed TCA cycle ﬂuxes in more detail and we applied
uniformly labeled glutamine as a tracer (Fig. 4a for atom transitions).
Stable isotope labeling revealed decreased glutamine contribution to
the intracellular glutamate pool and to the TCA cycle intermediates
alpha-ketoglutarate (aKG), succinate, fumarate, malate, aspartate (as a
proxy of oxaloacetate) and citrate (Fig. 4b and c). Analysis of glutamine
consumption indicated decreased uptake in shDJ-1 cells (p-value =
0.057) (Fig. 4d). Moreover, we observed decreased gene expression of
glutaminase 2 (GLS2) (Fig. 4e), suggesting decreased glutamine-based
anaplerosis. To evaluate the importance of glutamine as a carbon source,
we calculated its relative carbon contribution to aKG and citrate
(Fig. 4f). Providing 45% of carbon to aKG in shCtrl, glutamine represents
the major precursor of aKG, highlighting the importance of this amino
acid to central metabolism. In shDJ-1, glutamine carbon contribution

to aKG and citrate was signiﬁcantly lower than in shCtrl, which is in
line with our ﬁnding of decreased glutamine uptake in shDJ-1. Interestingly, we found, that not the contribution of glucose, but that of other
carbon sources increased to compensate for the lack of glutamine.
Therefore, we quantiﬁed the consumption of branched chain amino
acids (BCAAs), because their catabolism produces anaplerotic acetylcoA and succinyl-coA. We observed that the uptake of these three
amino acids was indeed elevated in shDJ-1 cells compared to shCtrl
(Fig. 4g).
In conclusion, an increased uptake of BCAAs may compensate for the
decreased glutamine carbon contribution, but does not prevent increased
sensitivity to oxidative stress, which therefore, seems to depend more
speciﬁcally on serine metabolism and the supply of cysteine via the
transsulfuration pathway to generate GSH. Moreover, since glutamine
has additional roles in metabolism such as to provide nitrogen for the synthesis of nucleotides it is possible that lack of glutamine represents an additional perturbation to the cell, which makes it more prone to collapse.

Fig. 4. Metabolic proﬁling of DJ-1 silenced LUHMES cells reveals decreased glutamine inﬂux. (a) Schematic of atom transitions in central metabolism using [U-13C]glutamine as a tracer. 13C
carbons are in green, 12C in black. ACO: aconitase; AT: aminotransferase; CS: citrate synthase; GDH: glutamate dehydrogenase; GLS: glutaminase; GS: glutamine synthetase; IDH: isocitrate
dehydrogenase. The dotted line indicates beginning and end of one cycle. (b–c) Application of [U-13C]glutamine as a tracer in LUHMES cells for determination of MIDs to infer relative
intracellular ﬂuxes. (b) MID of glutamate. (c) Relative abundance of M5 aKG, M4 succinate, M4 fumarate, M4 malate, M4 aspartate and M4 citrate. (d) Glutamine consumption from the
medium. (e) Gene expression of GLS2. (f) Carbon contribution of glucose, glutamine and other carbon sources (%) to aKG and citrate. (g) Branched chain amino acid consumption. Error
bars represent SEM. Asterisks indicate a signiﬁcant difference to the respective shCtrl. (Welch's t-test, p b 0.05; number of biological replicates: n ≥ 3). See also Supplementary Fig. S4.
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2.3. Loss of DJ-1 affects mitochondrial metabolism but does not impair TCA
cycle activity
Loss of DJ-1 is often discussed in the context of mitochondrial dysfunction (Clements et al., 2006; Ariga et al., 2013; Irrcher et al., 2010;
Kahle et al., 2009; Krebiehl et al., 2010), but how, and more importantly,
to what extent this dysfunction manifests on a pathophysiological level
remains to be further speciﬁed. A strong inhibition of oxidative phosphorylation (OxPhos) caused by ROS would be detrimental for persons
carrying a loss of function mutation in DJ-1. To analyze this hypothesis
in more detail, we inspected TCA cycle activity. In case of OxPhos inhibition, NADH can no longer be oxidized by complex I of the respiration
chain, which results in an increased NADH/NAD+ ratio. This altered
ratio leads to a thermodynamic shift of IDH activity, resulting in increased reductive carboxylation of aKG (Fendt et al., 2013; Mullen
et al., 2014; Wegner et al., 2015). When using [U-13C5]glutamine as a
tracer, this inhibition manifests in increased relative abundance of M5
citrate isotopologues, while the relative abundance of M4 citrate
isotopologues, decreases (Fig. 5A). To test the effect of OxPhos inhibition
and to compare this effect with the metabolic phenotype of shDJ-1 cells,
we treated the cells with MPP+, an inhibitor of complex I of the electron
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transport chain, speciﬁcally taken up by DAergic neurons through the
DA transporter (Javitch et al., 1985; Schildknecht et al., 2015).
Upon MPP+ treatment, we observed a signiﬁcant increase in fully labeled glutamate and M5 citrate in both cell lines (Fig. 5b, c). As expected, the oxidative route of the TCA cycle was inhibited upon MPP+
treatment, and therefore, relative abundance of M4 citrate was strongly
reduced. Although reductive IDH ﬂux was induced in MPP+-treated
shDJ-1 cells, M5 labeling of citrate and glutamate was lower in shDJ-1,
originating from decreased relative glutamine inﬂux into the TCA
cycle. This decrease was also reﬂected in higher abundances of unlabeled citrate and glutamate as well as in lower M3 glutamate (Fig. 5b,
c). Interestingly, compared to shDJ-1, we did not observe a decrease in
M0 citrate upon MPP+ treatment in shCtrl cells (Fig. 5c). To normalize
for the decreased glutamine inﬂux we analyzed the ratio of M5 citrate/M5 glutamate, indicating reductive carboxylation of aKG, M4 citrate/M5 glutamate, indicating glutamine oxidation and M5 citrate/M4
citrate, indicating the ratio of reductively to oxidatively derived citrate
from fully labeled glutamine (Fig. 5d–f). These ratios conﬁrmed a strong
induction of reductive IDH ﬂux upon MPP+-treatment in both cell lines.
However, there was no signiﬁcant difference between the two cell
types.

Fig. 5. DJ-1 silenced LUHMES cells show an active TCA cycle but suffer from decreased glutamine contribution. (a) Schematic of atom transitions in central carbon metabolism using
[U-13C]glutamine as a tracer. Shown is reductive carboxylation of M5 aKG to M5 citrate via IDH and ACO. The speciﬁc isoenzyme depends on the compartment and is not further
considered. For abbreviations see Fig. 4. The dotted line indicates end of one route. In case of complex I inhibition at the electron transport chain (ETC), NADH can no longer be
oxidized which leads to a thermodynamic shift in the IDH reaction. (b–c) Application of [U-13C]glutamine as a tracer in LUHMES cells for determination of MIDs to infer relative
intracellular ﬂuxes. (b) MID of glutamate. (c) MID of citrate. (d–f) Ratios of (d) M5 citrate/M5 glutamate, indicating reductive carboxylation of aKG (e), M4 citrate/M5 glutamate,
indicating oxidation of aKG (f), M5 citrate/M4 citrate, indicating the ratio of reductive to oxidative route. LUHMES shDJ-1 and shCtrl cells were treated with 10 μM MPP+ for 6 h. Error
bars represent SEM. Asterisks indicate a signiﬁcant difference to the respective shCtrl (two-way ANOVA, p b 0.05; number of biological replicates: n = 3).
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Fig. 6. Dj-1 silencing affects glutamine metabolism in the mouse microglia cell model BV-2 and causes pro-inﬂammatory activation. (a–c) Medium consumption and release rates of
(a) glucose, (b) lactate and (c) glutamine. (d–e) Application of [U-13C]glutamine as a tracer in BV-2 cells for determination of MIDs to infer relative intracellular ﬂuxes. (d) MID of
glutamate. (e) Relative abundance of M4 fumarate, M4 malate, M4 aspartate and M4 citrate. (f–h) Intracellular metabolite levels of itaconate (f), succinate (g) and lactate (h) in BV-2
shDJ-1 cells compared to shCtrl. (i) Gene expression analysis of the inﬂammatory marker genes TNFα, Irg1 and iNOS. (j) Intracellular itaconate levels in shDJ-1 and shCtrl cells. shCtrl
cells were treated for 6 h with LPS. Error bars represent SEM. Asterisks indicate a signiﬁcant difference to the respective shCtrl (Welch's t-test, p b 0.05; number of biological replicates:
n = 3). See also Supplementary Fig. S5.

Analysis of MPP+ treated LUHMES cells leads to the following three
conclusions: (1) Lack of DJ-1 does not result in inhibition of OxPhos.
Therefore, the general potential to produce ATP via NADH oxidation is
still present in DJ-1 deﬁcient cells. (2) The metabolic fate of glutamine
between the oxidative and the reductive route is not different between
the two cell types upon MPP+ treatment. (3) As a consequence of loss of
DJ-1, glutamine inﬂux into the TCA cycle is decreased. Whether or not
this is solely a result of elevated ROS levels in DJ-1 deﬁcient cells, or if
this is rather a mechanistic consequence, needs to be studied further.

2.4. Loss of Dj-1 affects central metabolism in mouse microglia and is sufﬁcient to trigger pro-inﬂammatory activation
Since neuronal integrity in the central nervous system (CNS) also relies on surrounding glia cells, we investigated the effect of Dj-1 silencing

in the mouse microglia cell line BV-2 (Fig. S5) (Blasi et al., 1990; Henn
et al., 2009).
First, we were interested if the observed metabolic alteration in neuronal cells also occurs in microglia. We did not observe signiﬁcantly increased glucose consumption but a 20% increase in lactate release
(Fig. 6a–b). Although glutamine uptake seemed to be decreased in DJ1 deﬁcient cells, this difference was not signiﬁcant (Fig. 6c). Stable isotope labeling of glutamine revealed decreased glutamate labeling in
shDJ-1 BV-2 cells (Fig. 6d). However, the difference in isotopic enrichment was not as pronounced as in LUHMES cells and was only signiﬁcantly different in the case of malate, aspartate and glutamate
(Fig. 6e). Overall, proliferating BV-2 cells showed similar alterations
than observed in LUHMES cells but less pronounced.
Recently, it has been reported that loss of Dj-1 leads to increased
pro-inﬂammatory (M1) activation of microglia and astrocytes after perturbation with activating compounds such as the toll like receptor
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agonist LPS or the cytokine IFNγ (Kim et al., 2013; Trudler et al., 2014;
Waak et al., 2009). In this study we wanted to investigate if solely the
lack of Dj-1 is already sufﬁcient to trigger M1 polarization, and thus,
could be relevant in the context of neuroinﬂammation. We analyzed
levels of the metabolic M1 markers succinate and itaconate
(Michelucci et al., 2013; Strelko et al., 2011; Tannahill et al., 2013) as
well as expression of TNFα and iNOS. We observed that a lack of Dj-1
function increased itaconate and succinate levels without an additional
perturbation (Fig. 6f, g, S5). Furthermore, we observed increased intracellular lactate levels, most probably a combined result of both, lack of
Dj-1 and M1 polarization (Fig. 6h).
To validate the activation, we analyzed gene expression levels of the
pro-inﬂammatory marker genes Irg1, iNOS and TNFα. Irg1 codes for the
enzyme (Cad) that catalyzes the synthesis of itaconate from cisaconitate (Michelucci et al., 2013; Degrandi, 2009; Hall et al., 2013).
The increased level of itaconate correlates with a more than twofold increased Irg1 gene expression in shDJ-1 compared to shCtrl. Moreover,
we observed that TNFα gene expression was increased twofold and
that iNOS was more than three times higher expressed than in shCtrl
(Fig. 6i). To evaluate, how the detected itaconate level in shDJ-1 cells
correlates with different levels of LPS stimulation, we activated the
shCtrl cells with 0.2 ng, 1 ng and 10 ng of LPS (Fig. 6j). We observed
that shDJ-1 BV-2 microglia constitutively synthesize itaconate amounts
corresponding to an activation of shCtrl cells with approximately 1 ng of
LPS. Since we use 10 ng of LPS to mimic a full activation in vitro, we conclude that shDJ-1 cells show a moderate but constitutive activation.
2.5. Loss of DJ-1 leads to a metabolic shift in primary human and murine
immune cells
To validate the observed metabolic alterations in primary cells, we
isolated bone marrow-derived cells of Dj-1 knock-out (KO) mice and
differentiated them into macrophages (BMDMs). Since DJ-1 is ubiquitously expressed (Nagakubo et al., 1997), we expected to ﬁnd the observed metabolic changes also in non-CNS cell types. In line with our
previous results in BV-2 cells, BMDMs of Dj-1 KO mice produced more
lactate (Fig. 7a). Moreover, BMDMs of Dj-1 KO mice consumed signiﬁcantly less glutamine compared to wild type (WT) BMDMs (Fig. 7B).
Additionally, we applied [U-13C]glutamine as a tracer and observed
decreased M5 glutamate fractions in Dj-1 KO cells (Fig. 7c). However,
isotopic enrichment in other TCA cycle related metabolites (Fig. 7d)
was not signiﬁcantly different. Compared to LUHMES cells, these differences in isotopic enrichment might be caused by fundamental differences in carbon utilization between the two cell types and/or in a
species-speciﬁc manner. Although each cell type shows also speciﬁc differences, overall, the uptake and release rates of glutamine and lactate
point in the same direction when comparing LUHMES, BV-2 and
BMDM cells. It is not surprising that cell type speciﬁc differences lead
to different metabolic phenotypes. However, it is appealing that loss of
DJ-1 shows a similar picture in these various cell types.
To further validate our ﬁndings, we were interested in analyzing
human samples directly originating from patients carrying a DJ-1 mutation. We analyzed cellular metabolism of peripheral blood derived
mononuclear cells (PBMCs)-derived CD14+ macrophages from four patients carrying homozygous and heterozygous loss of function mutations (c.192G N C) in the DJ-1 gene (Hering et al., 2004). PBMCs are
relatively easy to access and could therefore be used as a model in subsequent clinical trials. As controls, we analyzed three independent
healthy controls. We applied [U-13C]glucose to provide ﬂux information
for both, glycolysis and TCA cycle. Analysis of isotopic enrichment revealed that serine biosynthesis in CD14+ macrophages was close to
zero (Fig. S6a). However, the labeling pattern of glutamate showed increased relative abundance of M2 isotopologues in patient-derived
macrophages carrying a DJ-1 mutation (Fig. 7e, f, S6b), indicating increased relative glucose carbon contribution to the TCA cycle and to glutamate. This increase can be a consequence of lower glutamine inﬂux,
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resulting in higher relative 13C labeling from glucose. We also observed
a relative increase of M2 glutamate in LUHMES shDJ-1 cells compared to
shCtrl (Fig. S6c).
In summary, the analysis of human PBMCs indicated that metabolic
changes initially observed in a cellular model of the CNS might be diagnosed from patient-derived primary blood cells. Further analyses will
clarify if the observed ﬂux changes are common for this mutation and
if heterozygous patients show gene-dose dependent effects.
3. Discussion
In this study, we analyzed the metabolic impact of loss of DJ-1. We
demonstrated that loss of DJ-1 affects central metabolism, speciﬁcally
leading to (1) decreased glutamine uptake and decreased glutamine
contribution to the TCA cycle, (2) decreased serine biosynthesis, (3) increased sensitivity to ROS and (4) weakly, but constitutively activated
microglia. These metabolic alterations coincide with decreased cell survival upon oxidative stress, which may promote early onset of PD. We
speculate that these changes are caused by increased sensitivity to
ROS as a direct result of loss of DJ-1. Unlike cancer cells, we did not detect NRF2 protein in LUHMES wild type cells which leads us to the assumption that DJ-1 has a more fundamental role in neurons,
compared to cancer cells, where NRF2 as a regulator of antioxidant responses is highly abundant (Clements et al., 2006). We conclude that insufﬁcient ROS quenching in DJ-1 deﬁcient neurons is due to decreased
GSH levels as well as decreased activity of NADP-reducing enzymes
within central metabolism. In line, we observed decreased expression
of G6PDH, the rate-limiting enzyme of the PPP and decreased expression
of MTHFD1 and 2, enzymes of the folate cycle and an alternative route
for the generation of NADPH. Moreover, we measured decreased GR expression, which is in line with the lower GSH levels and an increased
GSSG/GSH ratio upon hydrogen peroxide stress. In conclusion, loss of
DJ-1 affects all pathways needed for GSH homeostasis.
DJ-1 has been shown to activate the expression of glutamate cysteine ligase, a key enzyme of GSH synthesis (Zhou and Freed, 2005). However, based on our gene expression analysis, GCLC and GCLM expression
was not altered, at least not in LUHMES cells (Fig. S3g, h). We suggest
that decreased levels of the rate limiting amino acid cysteine provoke
the drop in GSH abundance by altering the net ﬂux towards GSH
(Richman and Meister, 1975; Lu, 2013).
Serine can act as a precursor for cysteine and glycine and serves at
the same time as a carbon donor for folate-mediated one-carbon metabolism, which has recently been appreciated for its importance in maintaining the cellular NADPH pool (Fan et al., 2014). 5,10-methylene-THF
can be oxidized by the NADP-dependent enzyme MTHFD. We observed
a moderate, but signiﬁcantly decreased expression of cytosolic MTHFD1
and a more strongly decreased expression of mitochondrial MTHFD2.
Together with glutamate, cysteine and glycine are the building blocks
for de novo glutathione synthesis. We have demonstrated before that
enzymes of serine and folate metabolism as well as the transsulfuration
pathway are induced in human neurons upon oxidative stress (Krug
et al., 2014). Intriguingly, in the DJ-1 knock-out model, that shows elevated levels of oxidative stress, we observed that serine biosynthesis is
decreased and expression of both MTHFD1 and 2 are reduced. Therefore,
DJ-1 is likely to have an important regulatory function in serine and folate metabolism by supporting NADPH and GSH homeostasis. This is especially pronounced due to our observation of no detectable protein
levels of NRF2 in post-mitotic neuronal cells. However, we do not exclude the possibility that in vivo, neurons are supported by NRF2 mediated protective mechanisms that are derived from surrounding glia cells
(Kraft et al., 2004).
The third building block of GSH is glutamate, directly derived from
glutamine via glutaminase. We showed that shDJ-1 cells exhibit decreased GLS2 expression and lower glutamine inﬂux. The decreased glutamine inﬂux is furthermore reﬂected in decreased alanine release,
suggesting lower glutamine derived anaplerotic reactions. When less
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Fig. 7. Stable isotope labeling of BMDMs of Dj-1 KO mice and PBMCs-derived CD14+ macrophages of DJ-1 patients indicate decreased glutamine contribution to the TCA cycle. (a) Relative
lactate release of BMDMs. (b) Relative glutamine consumption of BMDMs. (c) MID of glutamate in BMDMs after application of [U-13C]glutamine. (d) Relative abundance of M4 succinate,
M4 fumarate, M4 malate, M4 aspartate and M4 citrate in BMDMs. Error bars represent SEM. Asterisks indicate a signiﬁcant difference to the respective shCtrl (Welch's t-test, p b 0.05;
number of biological replicates: n = 5). (e) Schematic of atom transitions in central carbon metabolism using [U-13C]glucose. Illustrated is how M2 glutamate is generated from
[U-13C]glucose. The dotted line indicates end of one route. (f) Glutamate M2 isotopologue abundance of DJ-1 subjects and non-familial healthy controls (Ctrl). Error bars represent
SEM. The asterisk indicates a signiﬁcant difference to the control (Welch's t-test, p b 0.05; number of individuals: n ≥ 3). (g) Model highlighting the functional role of DJ-1 and summarizing
the affected metabolic pathways as a result of DJ-1 deﬁciency. Affected metabolites, enzymes or pathways are highlighted with a red star. Loss of DJ-1 leads to decreased glutamine inﬂux,
decreased serine biosynthesis and decreased MTHFD expression, needed for glutathione (GSH) homeostasis and antioxidant response. Due to lower GSH levels, DJ-1 deﬁcient cells show
increased sensitivity to ROS. Additionally, lower expression of MTHFD and G6PDH suggests decreased potential to generate NADPH, needed for the reduction of GSSG. In cancer cells, DJ-1
acts as a repressor of PTEN, a negative regulator of AKT. Activated AKT can activate mTORC1. Both AKT and mTOR are important to drive metabolic processes needed for cell survival and
proliferation, among others, glutaminolysis (for further explanation see discussion). Additionally, the transcription factor p53 can act as an activator on PTEN, thereby antagonizing DJ-1
function. Moreover, p53 can repress mTOR and introduces apoptosis. However, the relevance of these potential nodes of the metabolic network has to be further validated in neuronal cells.
See also Supplementary Fig. S6.

glutamate enters the TCA cycle, less nitrogen has to be disposed from
the cell. Previous work in cancer cell models demonstrated that a
knock-down of GLS2 results in decreased GSH levels and increased oxidative stress (Suzuki et al., 2010; Hu et al., 2010). However, Richman

and Meister showed that not glutamate but cysteine is rate limiting to
GSH synthesis (Richman and Meister, 1975). Therefore, we believe
that serine and the adjacent transsulfuration pathway play an important
role for the generation of GSH. On top of serine metabolism, decreased
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expression of GLS2 and lower glutamine inﬂux adds an additional perturbation to the cell system, which ultimately triggers the observed
physiological effects (Fig. 7g). The defect present in shDJ-1 cells might
not only be the result of elevated oxidative stress levels, but DJ-1
might play a role in additional processes. A possible role could be related
to the described inhibitory function on PTEN (Kim et al., 2005). When
DJ-1 is absent, AKT becomes hypophosphorylated (Aleyasin et al.,
2010; Yang et al., 2005) and mTOR, a master regulator of anaplerosis,
proliferation and cell survival, becomes less active, which could also
favor the activity of p53. The transcription factor p53 is activated upon
oxidative stress and can induce apoptosis (Vousden and Ryan, 2009).
The role of these fundamental metabolic mechanisms is also relevant
during neurogenesis (Rafalski and Brunet, 2011; Vasseur et al., 2009).
However, the mechanistic link between DJ-1 and PTEN in regulating
the AKT pathway is derived from cancer cells (Kim et al., 2005) and
needs additional validation in post-mitotic neurons. Also the interplay
between p53 and DJ-1 as well as the role of p53 in activating PTEN in
neuronal non-proliferating cells needs additional research to gain a
deeper understanding of the metabolic processes that are in place. Another potential link to the mTOR pathway is based on the work by
Durán and colleagues (2012) who demonstrated that Rag-mTORC1 signaling is directly regulated by glutaminolysis and that a lack of glutamine results in less mTORC1 phosphorylation and less downstream
activation without affecting ATP production (Durán et al., 2012). No difference in ATP production is also in line with our own results indicating
functional OxPhos, a major pathway for ATP production, especially in
neuronal cells. However, given the example of NRF2 abundance in
LUHMES versus A549 lung cancer cells (Fig. S3f), comparisons with proliferating cancer cells should be interpreted carefully, since post-mitotic
cells have very different metabolic requirements.
An apparent difference was also reﬂected by the lactate release in
LUHMES cells and proliferating, immortalized BV-2 cells. In proliferating
cells, increased ROS levels, as present in shDJ-1 cells, can regulate PKM2
and enhance the Warburg effect. In its metabolically active form PKM2
acts as a tetramer. However, at increased ROS levels, PKM2 is posttranslationally modiﬁed, stabilizing its dimeric or monomeric form
(Anastasiou et al., 2011; Gupta and Bamezai, 2010; Lyssiotis et al.,
2012). In this form, PKM2 translocates to the nucleus and inﬂuences
transcriptional regulation to increase lactate release. In contrast to proliferating cells, post-mitotic neurons express the M1 isoform of pyruvate
kinase (Tolle et al., 1976), which is less regulated (Anastasiou et al.,
2012; Chaneton et al., 2012). This explains why we did not observe an
increase in lactate fermentation in LUHMES cells, but increased lactate
release in the proliferating (PKM2 expressing) BV-2 cells.
The reduction of glutamine inﬂux after loss of DJ-1 was weaker in
BV-2 cells than in post-mitotic LUHMES cells because BV-2 cells are immortalized with v-myc/ras (Blasi et al., 1990), which reprograms cellular metabolism to drive proliferation. A dependency of cancerous and
proliferating cells on glutamine is well known (Wise and Thompson,
2010). Moreover, DJ-1 has been shown to activate ERK signaling, promoting cellular protection against oxidative stress (Gu et al., 2009).
For that reason, immortalization with v-myc, an upstream regulator of
ERK1/2 and AKT, might mask underlying metabolic defects by artiﬁcially activating the ERK pathway in DJ-1 deﬁcient cells. Thus, the observed
decreased glutamine inﬂux and the known increased activation of PTEN
due to lack of DJ-1 is at least partially overwritten in immortalized BV-2
cells, leading to re-elevated glutamine uptake. In differentiated LUHMES
cells, v-myc expression is absent and is therefore not masking decreased
glutamine inﬂux (Scholz et al., 2011). Therefore, the metabolic dysfunction in differentiated, post-mitotic neurons is more pronounced and
represents a clearer phenotype compared to BV-2 cells.
Besides the described effects in neurons, DJ-1 has been shown to
play a role in inﬂammation by regulating cytokine expression and by
interacting with STAT1 signaling (Kim et al., 2013; Trudler et al., 2014;
Waak et al., 2009). Here, we demonstrated that solely the loss of DJ-1 results in weakly activated microglia. A constitutive, strong activation
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would cause immediate detrimental effects in a multicellular environment. However, a weak activation could be tolerated over a longer period of time (e.g. several years or decades) but would represent an
additional trigger for PD, increasing the sensitivity of DAergic neurons
over the course of life.
A metabolic reprogramming of immune cells upon M1 polarization
has recently been described (Tannahill et al., 2013; Palsson-McDermott
et al., 2015). M1 polarization in immune cells has been shown to induce
a Warburg-like metabolic phenotype. A PKM2-mediated regulation in
macrophages is possible (Palsson-McDermott et al., 2015). M1 polarized
macrophages increase their rate of glycolysis and increase lactate release.
In the case of loss of DJ-1, this is an additive effect and explains why the
increase in lactate release is more pronounced in BV-2 cells compared
to neurons. The metabolic adaptation to inﬂammation also includes increased glutamine oxidation in the TCA cycle (Tannahill et al., 2013).
Therefore, decreased GLS2 activity in immune cells as a result of DJ-1 deﬁciency can at least be partially overwritten by inﬂammatory activation
and immortalization.
Although TH+-neurons do not proliferate, cellular survival and antioxidant response is even more important since these cells are mostly
matured during embryogenesis and need to be functional over the
whole life span to supply sufﬁcient dopamine to the striatum. Increased
oxidative stress during development can result in a lower absolute
number of dopaminergic neurons in the midbrain (Pham et al., 2010).
In conclusion, it becomes evident that as opposed to cancer therapy,
where SHMT2 ampliﬁcation drives oncogenesis (Kim et al., 2015; Lee
et al., 2014) and where a decrease of glutamine uptake is a strategy to
stop cell proliferation, a lack of glutamine inﬂux and decreased serine
biosynthesis ﬂux seem to be part of the underlying metabolic problem
in PD patients carrying a loss of function mutation in DJ-1.
4. Methods
4.1. Cell culture
Cells were standardwise tested for mycoplasma contamination in a
rhythm of four to eight weeks.
4.2. LUHMES
Cells were kindly provided by the lab of Marcel Leist. Cells were
grown in proliferation medium (Advanced DMEM/F12 + 1xN2 supplement (Invitrogen), 40 ng/ml FGF-2 and 2 mM glutamine) at 37 °C and
5% CO2. Further cultivation and differentiation was performed as described in (Krug et al., 2014). For isotopic labeling, medium was replaced by differentiation medium containing 2 mM [U-13C5]glutamine
or 17.5 mM [U-13C6]glucose. Cells were extracted at metabolic and isotopic steady state (42 h after labeling start). All experiments were performed with differentiated post-mitotic cells.
4.3. BV-2
Cells were kindly provided by the lab of Wolfgang Wurst. Cells were
grown in DMEM (D5796) (Invitrogen) containing 5 mM glutamine,
25 mM glucose, 10% FBS and 1% P/S at 37 °C and 5% CO2. For isotopic labeling medium was replaced by the same medium containing 5 mM
[U-13C]glutamine or 25 mM [U-13C]glucose and dialysed FBS. Cells
were extracted at metabolic and isotopic steady state (24 h after labeling start).
4.4. Extraction of intracellular metabolites
Cells were cultivated in 12-well plates and washed with 1 ml of 0.9%
NaCl and quenched with 0.2 ml −20 °C methanol. After adding an equal
volume of 4 °C cold water, cells were collected with a cell scraper and
transferred to tubes containing 0.2 ml −20 °C chloroform. The extracts
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were shaken at 1400 rpm for 20 min at 4 °C (Thermomixer Eppendorf)
and centrifuged at 16,000 ×g for 5 min at 4 °C. 0.2 ml of the upper aqueous phase was collected in speciﬁc glass vials with micro inserts and
evaporated under vacuum at −4 °C using a refrigerated CentriVap Concentrator (Labconco).
4.5. Liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry to measure GSH
and GSSG
Cells were cultured in 12-well plates (500,000 cells per well) and
washed once with 1 × PBS before adding 40 μl of 5% TCA, followed by
an equal volume of cold H2O. 2 wells were pooled for one sample to increase abundance of GSSG in the sample. Cells were scraped, transferred
into 1.5 ml Eppendorf tubes and centrifuged for 5 min at 13,000 ×g at
4 °C. Supernatant was transferred into LC–MS glass vials with insert
and stored at −80 °C until measurement. Measurement was performed
using an Agilent 1290 Series LC coupled to an Agilent 6550 iFunnel QTOF MS system equipped with a Dual Agilent Jet Stream ESI source.
The columns used in this study were a Waters ACQUITY UPLC HSS T3
1.8 μm (length, I.D., particle size: 100 mm × 2.1 mm × 1.8 μm) and a
Phenomenex Kinetex 2.6 μm C18 100 A (length, I.D., particle size:
150 mm × 2.1 mm × 2.6 μm). The autosampler was kept at 4 °C and
the column compartment at constant temperature of 45 °C. The LC conditions were optimized to achieve the best chromatographic parameters for both analytes. The ﬂow rate was set to 0.3 ml/min and the
mobile phases consisted of 0.1% formic acid in water (eluent A) and
0.1% formic acid in 60% methanol (eluent B). The run consisted of a
isocratic delivery of 1% eluent B over 10 min, followed by a linear gradient to 99% eluent B over 2 min, isocratic delivery of 99% eluent B for
7 min, and a re-equilibration phase on starting conditions with 1% eluent B for 5 min. The eluent from the column was only introduced into
the mass spectrometer within the ﬁrst 10 min. The injection volume
was 20 μl.
All the MS experiments were performed using electrospray ionization in positive mode (+ESI).
The identity of both GSH and GSSH were conﬁrmed by MS/MS and
standard addition experiments. Full scan spectra were acquired from
m/z 150…1000 (1 spectra/s).
The protonated molecules of both GSH and GSSG were monitored in
high resolution mode with following Q-TOF MS conditions: drying gas
temperature: 225 °C, drying gas ﬂow: 14 l/min (nitrogen), nebulizer:
35 psig, sheath gas temperature: 350 °C, sheath gas ﬂow: 11 l/min,
fragmentor: 400 V, skimmer: 65 V, Oct. RF Vpp: 750 V.
All data were acquired with Agilent MassHunter Workstation Software, version B.05.01 and analyzed with Agilent Qualitative Analysis,
version B.06.00. Signal intensities were normalized to cell number.

In case of absolute quantiﬁcation of metabolites, a dilution series of a
standard mix containing all relevant metabolites was included in the sequence and measured in duplicates.
Measurement of glucose and pyruvate intensities was performed by
derivatization with an equal volume of MSTFA (instead of MTBSTFA)
and held for 30 min at 40 °C under continuous shaking. 1 μl sample
was injected into an SSL injector at 270 °C in split 10 mode. GC oven
temperature was held at 90 °C for 1 min and increased to 300 °C at
15 °C/min for 8 min to 320 °C. The total run time of one sample was
24.3 min.
4.7. Quantiﬁcation of amino acids
Quantiﬁcation of amino acids was performed on an Agilent 1100
HPLC System equipped with a Diode Array Detector. Separation was
carried out on a ZORBAX Amino Acid Analysis Column (150 × 4.6 mm,
5 μm) with a preceding ZORBAX Amino Acid Analysis Guard Cartridge
(Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) at 40 °C in gradient mode.
The eluents used were 40 mM Na2HPO4 (pH 7.8, eluent A) and a mixture of Acetonitrile, Methanol and Water (45:45:10, eluent B). 0.02% sodium azide was added to eluent A to prevent microbial growth. Primary
amines were automatically derivatized with ortho-phthalaldehyde
(OPA) in borate buffer (0.4 N in water, pH 10.2) and diluted in eluent
A prior to injection. The resulting OPA-derivatives were subsequently
detected at 338 nm (10 nm bandwidth — reference wavelength:
390 nm, 20 nm bandwidth). All medium samples were diluted 1:1
with the internal standard L-2-aminobutyric acid (ﬁnal concentration:
300 μM) to correct for deviations resulting from the derivatizationprocess. External calibration standards as well as reference media with
known concentrations were measured with every run to determine
sample concentrations and ensure stability of the analysis. Gradient
proﬁle: 1.9 min: 0% eluent B; 18.1 min: 57% eluent B; 18.6 min: 100% eluent B; 22.3 min: 100% eluent B; 23.2 min: 0% eluent B; 26 min: 0% eluent B.
4.8. cDNA synthesis and gene expression analysis
cDNA synthesis and qPCR was performed as previously described
(Michelucci et al., 2013). Brieﬂy, RNA was isolated from the interphase
after extraction of metabolites, using the Quiagen RNAeasy Mini Kit.
0.5–1 μg RNA was used for cDNA synthesis using SuperScript III
(Invitrogen), following the manufacturer's instructions. qPCR was performed using iQ SYBR Green Supermix (Bio-Rad) as manufacturer's instructions. PCR was carried out on a Light Cycler 480 (Roche). Data
analysis was performed using the Roche analysis software. Gene expression was normalized to the housekeeping gene L27. Primer sequences
are summarized in Table S2.

4.6. Gas chromatography–mass spectrometry
4.9. Lentivirus mediated shRNA gene silencing
Metabolite derivatization was performed using a Gerstel MPS. Dried
polar metabolites were dissolved in 15 μl of 2% methoxyamine hydrochloride in pyridine at 40 °C under shaking. After 60 min an equal volume of MTBSTFA was added and held for 60 min at 40 °C. 1 μl sample
was injected into an SSL injector at 270 °C in splitless mode. GC/MS analysis was performed using an Agilent 7890A GC equipped with a 30 m
DB-35MS + 5 m Duraguard capillary column. Helium was used as carrier gas at a ﬂow rate of 1.0 ml/min. The GC oven temperature was
held at 100 °C for 2 min and increased to 300 °C at 10 °C/min. After
3 min, the temperature was increased to 325 °C. The GC was connected
to an Agilent 5975C inert XL MSD, operating under electron ionization at
70 eV. The MS source was held at 230 °C and the quadrupole at 150 °C.
The MS was operated in selected ion monitoring (SIM) (Table S1). The
total run time of one sample was 25.00 min. All GC/MS chromatograms
were processed by using MetaboliteDetector. MIDs were determined
and corrected for natural isotope abundance using MetaboliteDetector
(Hiller et al., 2009).

For gene silencing of LUHMES cells, the destination vectors containing shRNA were ordered from Thermo Scientiﬁc (http://www.
thermoscientiﬁcbio.com). Plasmids were ampliﬁed and puriﬁed by
maxiprep in Escherichia coli and subsequently used for virus production
in HEK298FT cells according to the manufacturer's protocol. Harvested
virus was ﬁltered using a 45 μM ﬁlter and precipitated with 1/5 volume
of sterile PEG10000 over night at 4 °C. Concentrated virus was aliquoted
in 10 μl and stored at − 80 °C. For virus transduction 10 μl virus was
added to 50,000 cells on day 1 and day 2. After medium change on
day 3 cells were selected using 200 ng/ml puromycin. Correct concentration of puromycin was evaluated by a kill curve.
4.10. Western blot
For preparation of whole cell extract, 1 × 106 cells were harvested,
washed with ice cold 1× PBS (Invitrogen/Life Technologies Europe BV
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Belgium), lyzed in 1× M-PER®, Mammalian Protein Extraction Reagent
(Thermo Scientiﬁc, Belgium) completed with 1 × protease inhibitor
cocktail (Complete®, Roche, Luxembourg) and further processed according to manufactures instructons. Bradford assay was used to measure the protein concentration (Bio-Rad Protein Assay Dye Reagent,
Bio-Rad, Belgium). Proteins were separated by size using sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel elegrophoresis (SDS-PAGE, 15%) and
transferred to an Immobilon-FL PVDF membrane (Merck Millipore)
using the Mini-PROTEAN Tetra Cell and PowerPac Basic Power Supply
(Bio-Rad, Belgium). The membrane was blocked in 5% non-fat milk in
phosphate buffered saline (PBS)-Tween for 1 h at room temperature.
Blots were incubated with primary antibodies: anti DJ-1 XP® Rabbit
mAb (D29E5) (CellSignaling, Bioke, Netherlands) in 5% BSA in PBS-T
(1:1000) for 1 h at room temperature. After incubation with primary
antibody, membrane was washed with PBS-T and incubated for 1 h
at room temperature with anti rabbit-HRP secondary antibody
(1:10,000). For equal loading control of samples monoclonal antiGAPDH-HRP (mouse) antibody (G9295, Sigma, Belgium), was probed
in 5% non-fat milk in PBS-T for 1 h at room temperature. Visualization
was done using the ECL Plus Western Blotting Detection System Kit
(GE Healthcare, Netherlands).
4.11. Cell viability assay
Cell viability was assayed using Resazurin (Sigma Aldrich, R7017)
(O'Brien et al., 2000). Brieﬂy, resazurin, blue and non-ﬂuorescent, is reduced to resoruﬁn, pink and ﬂuorescent, proportionally to the number
of living cells. After 1 h incubation with 5 μg/ml resazurin (spiked in medium), ﬂuorescence was measured with a Biotek Synergy Mx microplate reader coupled to the Gen5 software at the excitation
wavelength of 570 nm and emission at 590 nm.
4.12. Cell imaging
Predifferentiated LUHMES cells were seeded at a density of 60 k cells/
well in 96-well plates. After 96 h the cells were post-mitotic and had
formed strongly connected networks. One hour prior to imaging experiments, the wells were carefully washed and ﬁlled with 100 μl fresh differentiation medium supplemented with 25 nM tetramethylrhodamine
(TMRM) to ﬂuorescently stain mitochondria. Plates were then incubated
for 30 min at 37 °C, 5% CO2, whereafter the medium was replaced by
TMRM-free solution. Plates were kept for further 30 min at 37 °C, 5%
CO2. Time-lapse images were acquired on a Nikon Ti Eclipse inverted microscope with motorized stage (Nikon Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) and
high intensity mercury short arc lamp with monochromator (Cairn Research, Kent, UK) enclosed in a bench top incubator. Fluorescence excitation ﬁlter was 540/15 and emission ﬁlter 620/60. Automatic microscope
control, stage programming and acquisition were done using OptoMorph
(Cairn Research, Kent, UK).
Two types of experiments were performed: i) longitudinal acquisition of a single well with one image taken every 2 s for 20 min, and ii)
comparative parallel acquisition by switching between two neighboring
wells using the motorized stage and taking images every 5 s for 30 min.
Imaged wells were supplemented with 200 μM 6-OHDA or pure water
for control after 5 min. Images were taken using a 20 × air objective
and an EXi Blue camera (Qimaging, Surrey, BC) with an exposure time
of 350 ms and saved as 16-bit grayscale TIFFs in 1392 × 1040 px.
4.13. Global motion analysis
Global motion by particle image velocimetry (PIV) was analyzed,
which quantiﬁes correlations between pairs of time-lapse images and
infers velocities of the image elements that give rise to differences. Microscopy images were contrast-normalized and converted to 8-bit grayscale using ImageMagick. Particle image velocimetry was performed
using the OpenPIV toolbox (Taylor et al., 2010) in sliding windows of
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16 × 16 px with 8 px overlap in both vertical and horizontal direction.
Statistical analysis of resulting velocity ﬁelds and visualization of results
was done in GNU R. Global motion was quantiﬁed by calculating median
velocities over sliding windows spanning six acquisition frames to reduce impulse noise corruption from imaging artifacts. Average motion
was assessed in acquisition windows 1 to 100 (pre-treatment) and
401 to 500 (post-treatment) for longitudinal measurements as well as
1 to 40 (pre-treatment) and 301 to 340 (post treatment) for parallel
measurements. Signiﬁcance of difference in motility reduction was
assessed by pooling average velocities before and after treatment from
all time-lapse experiments (n = 3) and performing Student's t-test on
relative velocities, i.e., normalized to untreated control. Propagation of
uncertainty when normalizing velocities was taken into account.
4.14. BMDM isolation, cultivation and differentiation
4.14.1. Animals
For bone marrow-derived macrophages cultures, C57BL/6 DJ-1 KO
and age-matched C57BL/6 WT mice were obtained from the Helmholtz
Zentrum München (Germany) from Dr. Daniela Vogt-Weisenhorn and
Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Wurst. Per group, 5 mice were analyzed and from
each mouse three independent samples were obtained. All animal
work in Munich was carried out in accordance with the European Communities' Council Directive 2010/63/EU. All efforts were made to minimize animal suffering during the work. All protocols involving animal
handling were approved by the committee for the Care and Use of Laboratory animals of the Government of Upper Bavaria, Germany. C57BL/6
mice (obtained from Charles River Germany) were group housed in individually ventilated type IIL cages (four mice per cage) and maintained
on a 12 h/12 h light/dark cycle with food and water available ad libitum.
All animal procedures in Luxembourg, such as handling and euthanasia,
have been performed according to the Federation of European Laboratory Animal Science Associations (FELASA) guidelines for the use of
animals in research, and were institutionally approved by the
Luxembourg Centre for System Biomedicine animal user committee
and authorized by the local governmental agencies (Ministry of Health,
Ministry of Agriculture, chief veterinarian of the Luxembourg
government).
4.14.2. Bone marrow-derived macrophages
Mice were deeply anesthetized by intraperitoneal injection of
50 mg/kg of ketamine hydrochloride and 5 mg/kg xylazine hydrochloride and bone marrows were isolated and cultured as previously described by Zhang and colleagues (Zhang et al., 2008). Brieﬂy, bone
marrow was ﬂushed from femurs and tibias of ﬁve C57BL/6 DJ-1 KO
and ﬁve age-matched C57BL/6 WT mice and the resultant cell suspension was passed through a 70 μm ﬁlter (Greiner Bio-One). After a
10 min centrifugation step at 250 × g, supernatant was discarded and
pellet re-suspended in 2 ml hypotonic solution (170 mM NH4Cl) for
5 min to allow lysis of any remaining extracellular red blood cells.
Bone marrow-derived cells were ﬁnally plated in 12-well plates
(Greiner Bio-One) at 5 × 105 cells per well. Cells were cultured for
6 days in complete macrophage medium (Dulbecco modiﬁed Eagle's
minimal essential medium DMEM) (Invitrogen) supplemented with
10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Invitrogen), 20% conditioned medium
from macrophage-colony stimulating factor-secreting L929 ﬁbroblasts
and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Invitrogen) at 37 °C. After 6 days in culture, adherent cells were approximately 95% pure macrophages and
cells were used for experiments. Stable isotope tracers were added for
24 h prior extraction of intracellular metabolites.
Per genotype 5 individual mice were sacriﬁced and from each mouse
three replicates of BMDMs were used for the analysis.
4.14.3. PBMC derived CD14+ macrophages
The four DJ-1 patients were brothers of one family (one homozygous
and three heterozygous). The samples were analyzed in a blinded
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study; patient samples were given numbers and were identiﬁed after
the results were completely analyzed. The controls were non-family
members with different genetic background (two male, one genotype
unknown (blood donation from the red cross)). The CD14+ cells were
isolated by a positive selection method using the magnetic activated
cell sorting (MACS) method: Blood samples of the patients were separated in 50 ml Leucosept tubes (Greiner) through Ficoll-Paque Premium
(GE Healthcare) density gradient centrifugation (1000 ×g) for 10 min at
room temperature, using no break. After 30 min incubation at 4 °C with
2 μl of CD14+ beads (Miltenyi biotech) per 107 PBMCs, the CD14+ cells
got puriﬁed using a positive LS column (Miltenyi Biotech). The puriﬁed
CD14+ cells were incubated for 24 h at 37 °C and 5% CO2 in DMEM
D5030 medium (Sigma) containing 11 mM [U-13C6]glucose and 5 mM
glutamine for metabolite extraction. Cells were extracted at metabolic
and isotopic steady state (24 h after labeling start, (tested before with
other blood donations)). Heterozygous and homozygous patients
were male, two healthy controls were male, the status of the third
healthy control is unknown (blood donation of the red cross).
4.14.4. Statistical analyses
To analyze a signiﬁcant difference between two groups, the Welch's
t-test or two-way ANOVA was applied. The level of p b 0.05 was considered as signiﬁcant different. Signiﬁcance of difference in motility reduction was assessed by pooling average velocities before and after
treatment from all time-lapse experiments (n = 3) and performing
Student's t-test on relative velocities, i.e., normalized to untreated control. Propagation of uncertainty when normalizing velocities was
taken into account.
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.nbd.2016.01.019.
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